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Financial literacy resources for Australian teachers
The Financial Basics Foundation is a trusted independent charity. We provide free financial
literacy teaching resources to Australian educators.
The Financial Basics Foundation vision is that all young Australians are financially capable and
can manage their finances now and into the future.

Image: Financial Basics Foundation CEO Katrina Birch during a professional development
with teachers from Collinsville State High School during a trip with QCoal Foundation.

Our Supporters
We wish to acknowledge and express our sincere gratitude to the individuals and
organisations who share our vision and support us in our work to ensure that all young
Australians are financially capable and can manage their finances now and into the future. The
in-kind support provided by these companies along with the voluntary contribution of time and
expertise generously given by so many people enables us to continue our work.

Suncorp is partnering with the Financial Basics Foundation, to improve the financial literacy
of young people. By offering a range of fun, interactive online resources to all Australian
secondary school teachers, Suncorp is working with Financial Basics Foundation to give
every young person the knowledge, skills and confidence to manage their money which
means a better financial future for our younger generations, their families and our
customers.

Collection House Limited co-founded the Financial Basics Foundation more than 16 years ago
to help improve the financial literacy of Australian secondary school students and to teach them
about the importance of making sound financial decisions. Driven by its solid commitment to
corporate social responsibility, Collection House continues to proudly support the work of the
Foundation with ongoing sponsorship and in-kind support.

The QCoal Foundation partners with leading not-for-profit organisations with a strong track record
of performance, to deliver programs that enrich rural and remote Queensland communities by
addressing the key areas of health, liveability and education. QCoal Foundation shares Financial
Basics Foundation’s commitment to shaping the financial future of the next generation and, in
particular, those in rural and remote Queensland.

BDO in Australia is proud to support Financial Basics Foundation’s mission to improve the
financial literacy of young people. As an accountancy and advisory firm with a heritage in helping
businesses grow, BDO in Australia believe that the most important foundation for success is
education. BDO in Australia is committed to working with the Foundation to equip our young
people with strong financial literacy skills and enable them to plan ahead for a bright future.

kpmg
KPMG is a professional services firm with global reach, and deep expertise in audit and
assurance, tax and advisory. KPMG generously provide the Financial Basics Foundation with an
annual Independent Audit Report on a no fee basis.

Image: Lucinda Duke from Brisbane Girls Grammar School interviewing Suncorp Bank CEO,
David Cater.

Chairperson's Address
Welcome to the 2018 Financial Basics Foundation Annual General Meeting.
Today, we are going to discuss a number of resolutions which are set out in the Notice of
Meeting. I will formally propose these resolutions for discussion and voting shortly.
Firstly however, I would like to pay tribute to Joe Cole, who sadly passed away suddenly
earlier this year. Joe served as Treasurer of both Financial Basics Foundation and Financial
Basics Community Foundation for almost five years, and we are deeply appreciative of the
time, guidance and counsel he provided in this time. We are currently working on ways we
can appropriately acknowledge Joe’s contribution and recognise his legacy, which we hope
to launch in 2019.
During the 2018 financial year, we maintained our focus on the strategy that was put in place
in 2017. From our solid foundation we have continued to deliver strong growth and new
initiatives.
Financial literacy has been in the parliamentary spotlight this year with the announcement of
a new body to boost the advancement of financial capability across Australia. Announced by
The Hon Kelly O'Dwyer MP Minister for Revenue & Financial Services, the Australian
Financial Literacy Board is a non-statutory body that provides independent and strategic
guidance to Government and ASIC on financial capability. It is reassuring to see the federal
government continue to support and invest further in our sector and we look forward to
hearing more about the body and related projects.
This year, the Australian Government established the Royal Commission into Misconduct in
the Banking, Superannuation and Financial Services Industry, putting many financial
institutions in the spotlight ,and highlighting the need for improved regulation and
accountability. Revelations from the Royal Commission validate how important it is for all
Australians to understand how to manage their money and have the confidence to take
charge of their own personal finances. Financial Basics Foundation empowers young
people to do this by working with educators across the country to facilitate real life financial
education.
Financial Basics Foundation is an independent charity ,and with the support of our
corporate partners we are able to provide a suite of resources giving thousands of young
Australians the opportunity to learn about managing their money and making smart
financial decisions.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Suncorp, Collection House, QCoal Foundation,
BDO Australia and KPMG for their ongoing assistance and contribution to our work. We
appreciate the financial and in-kind support provided each year.
The Foundation is in a sound financial position and shortly we will have an opportunity to review
the financial performance of the company.
Also, to my fellow board members, thank you for your ongoing willingness to contribute your
services and expertise voluntarily. Please know that your time and input are valued. I would like
to specifically thank our CEO Katrina Birch for her tireless efforts in promoting and managing our
Foundation and to all of our staff and other supporters.
Tarryn McMullen
Acting Chairperson

CEO's Report
Before I present my “official” report, I would like to take a moment to remember our friend Joe
and acknowledge how much we miss him. I know we all think of him often, particularly when we
come together as a board, and that we all still feel the shock and sadness of his passing. Our
intention this year is to establish an initiative which adequately honours and celebrates Joe’s
significant contribution to our work and I’m very much looking forward to bringing that project to
life. In the meantime, we send our love and thoughts to Tara, Harrison and Mia.
As a board, we have spent time this year reflecting and reviewing our Vision and Mission
statements. Our intention is to encapsulate our purpose as an organisation accurately and to
articulate the outcome we aspire to achieve in a simple yet significant statement. We are acutely
aware of the serious personal and social costs which arise when young people are unable to
manage their finances effectively. Current research presents a compelling argument for the link
between financial wellbeing and overall wellbeing.
Moving forward, our Vision Statement may change slightly, however the premise that Financial
Basics Foundation has been guided by these last few years - that all young Australians are
financially capable and can manage their finances now and into the future - still holds very true.
We have certainly made substantial progress throughout this financial year in realising our
vision.
The 2017-2018 financial year was one of growth and progress. Capitalising on the
opportunities provided by new partnerships, the Foundation was able to expand its activities
and amplify outcomes.
A membership growth of 18.75% in this financial period takes the total number of registered
teachers to 4,142. A 2.6% increase in registered schools to 1,513 represents over 55% of all
Australian secondary schools accessing our resources. More than 15,500 students played
ESSI Money powered by Suncorp, an increase of over 41% from the previous period. A total
of 8,780 completed games represents a 42% increase on this metric from the previous year.
Distributed in November 2017, our biennial member survey sought to gain insight into the
teacher’s perspective of the work undertaken by the Foundation, and the value of the
resources which it provides. The survey results showed that 97.89% of teacher members
believe that schools have an obligation to develop students’ financial literacy.
Where an OFL module has been used by an educator, it is rated between valuable to
extremely valuable in over 90% of cases. FBF’s commitment to continually review, update
and improve this resource is validated not only because of the frequency and level of use,
but more importantly because of the value it holds for educators across Australia.

77% of respondents state that their students are either extremely engaged and interested, or
very engaged and interested when playing ESSI Money.
Member feedback suggests that the Foundation is making a difference in hundreds of
schools for thousands of students around Australia.
The Suncorp ESSI Money Challenge was bolstered by a dynamic public relations campaign. We
worked with Sequel PR and Suncorp to secure unprecedented levels of publicity in print,
broadcast and online media. This included coverage across the ABC network on channel 24.
The news story attracted 8,000 Facebook views and the campaign garnered 49 media clips
reaching an audience of 2.8 million and an equivalent value of $598,000.
821 students participated in the Suncorp ESSI Money Challenge with an increase in both the
number of registered and completed games from the previous year. 93% of the students
surveyed as part of the Challenge, indicated that ESSI Money is a fun way to learn about
financial issues. Additionally, 93% indicated that they have learnt some important concepts about
managing money while playing ESSI Money, and a further 75% indicated that they had applied
some of these concepts in their own life.
ESSI Money powered by Suncorp won three awards this year in categories such as learning
and development, digital design and interactive media production – further supporting the
excellence of the Foundation’s resources.
A key deliverable of Collection House’s (CLH) 2015-16 Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
program was to work in partnership with the Financial Basics Foundation (FBF) to deliver debt
literacy programs in secondary schools. In September 2017 our National Program Manager
along with a volunteer from Collection House visited three schools to facilitate a presentation
designed to be integrated as part of a package of lesson resources.
This presentation aims to educate students on key concepts related to debt, how to avoid
some of the most common pitfalls, and how to develop and follow a plan of action to deal with
debt.
The workshops were very well received in all three schools and are only possible as a result of
Collection House’s willingness to share industry experience with so many students.
91.66% of the students who attended these presentations indicated that the session
information was useful to them. One third of the students found this information relevant for
their stage of life, and a further 31.66% found this information to be very relevant or
extremely relevant.
90% of students responded that they would recommend this presentation for other students,
and 100% of teachers indicated that they would both recommend this program to colleagues
and that they would like the presentation to run again in their schools.

In May 2017, our partnership with QCoal Foundation (QCF) commenced with a focus on
gaining a better understanding of the financial literacy deficits in rural and remote
communities and by investigating effective and innovative ways to address this need. For
the Foundation, this partnership enables us to activate our work with the Financial Basics
Community Foundation and in so doing, to gain valuable insight into rural and regional
areas of Queensland.
QCoal Foundation continued to demonstrate its commitment to the sector by winning
the Queensland Community Foundation’s 2018 Corporate Philanthropist of the year
award. Congratulations to the team at QCoal Foundation. We look forward to
activating the initiatives through the Financial Basics Community Foundation.
The Financial Basics Foundation has established a strong presence within the education
and finance capability sectors. The Foundation will continue to pursue its mission with
objectives that ensure we continue to create high quality resources which educate young
people about sound financial management principles.
In the year ahead, we will strengthen our position on measurement and look towards
implementing protocols which will enable us to better measure our outcomes, impact and
success. We will seek to secure increased financial and operational resources which
support our strategic objective to achieve financial security. We will expand operations to
include programs for young people between the ages of 12-24, outside as well as within
the secondary school system.
With our resources in over half of all secondary schools in Australia, the Financial Basics
Foundation, our people and our initiatives, are measured by the criteria we set that enable us
to be a great organisation – creating superior resources, which have a distinctive impact and
lasting endurance. We measure each initiative by its ability to engage young people to
develop financial skills in order to build financial capability.
Thank you to the Directors, our teacher members and the FBF team for their ongoing support
and contribution.
Katrina Birch
CEO

In Memoriam
Joe Cole

Joe was a highly valuable and respected member of the board and the contribution and impact
that he made towards the growth and development of the Financial Basics Foundation over the
past five years has been significant.
Joe was a wonderful treasurer who bought joy and humour to our meetings. His work helped the
company move forward in numerous ways. He will not soon be forgotten.
Joe was a remarkable man and everyone at Financial Basics is better for having known him. He
will be greatly missed.
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